
C HILDREN AND TELEVISION ESSAY

Free Essay: Children and Television Television affects children's lives. There are many facts to support this opinion. In
the following paragraphs I will.

MomJunction gives you an insight about the good and bad effects of television on children and how a parent
can deal with it. It is a proven fact that children learn better using audio-video method instead of the traditional
teaching via books. The generations introduced to forms of multimedia have shown greatly superior
knowledge to their previous relatives, reportedly related to the effect of having fast and cheap info sources.
Addiction to TV shows reduced the amount of physical activity in children. Set TV time rules for school days:
Chalk out specific TV times for kids for weekdays and weekends and stick to them. Sesame Street, for
example, is one such program which is aimed at preschoolers. These kids also demanded more branded items
than kids who watched less. TV shows do have a lot of cons but to label them as useless is rather bold.
Various things like improved techniques of education, lesson on health and hygiene, history and geography
can be taught more impressively through television. How can television impact child development? Students
can gather in the school hall before the T. We already have listed the positive points of TV and now we will
share some negative points of TV with you. We can see different programmes like film shows, events, drama,
music functions, speeches, news, games and sports being performed on the television screen in our room. In
broad, it depends on their consideration and attention, the method they use to help process information and
data, their attentiveness to that specific information, and, of course, their own experiences in life itself. Some
specialists, however, believe that television is not all that evil. Although there is no certainty to eliminate this
'plug-in drug,'; there are many ways to control and monitor your television as a parent. Kids who watch a lot of
TV do not have time to play or socialize. Many researches were conducted into the topic of children and
television violence and in the end pointed and lead to the same direction. While you may not be able to control
how much TV your kids watch outside, you can surely limit it at home. Watching TV is very important if you
are doing it the right way. It is important to take into account the impact of commercialism. The negative
effects on an average American family can be explained psychologically, emotionally, and physically. Such
movies, programs and TV shows cause very young people to have early sexual relation. There were worries
centered on how much time children spent watching it or what morals programs were imbuing in their young
viewers. Consumerism Another bane of television is consumerism. The American Optometric Association has
confirmed that 3D can be viewed by most children 2. Television is one of the biggest contributions to the
growing amount of obese children in North America. The question is whether the sources of media, television
and the internet has a positive effect or a negative effect on children, and which source of media has a bigger
effect Thus, the job of this paper is to investigate the positive and negative effects of television on our children
who in the course of time will be our future generations. Many people view the programs that are aired on
television; they can gain a lot of information and knowledge. Educational TV programs encourage children to
try new things. Among the many benefits televisions have on our children, is expanding their educational
exposure Adults aren 't the only ones watching TV; children today are watching more TV than ever before.
People children often find themselves sitting in front of the television screen for a longer period of time than
before and this has evolved immensely over the past few years. In many homes there are more than one
television set to meet the different tastes and choices of different members of the family. Since we will never
be able to convince the mass-media to narrow down advancing sex and vehemence, especially, on television,
we can aspire to comply with what our children are subjected and handle them and talk with them about the
programs they pay attention to, especially if they are with negative content. In addition, it is important that
children spending their leisure time in watching television should be controlled by the parents Judith and
Lawrence,  It is harmful to our eyesight. Media violence is the portrayal of violent and aggressive behavior on
screen for the purpose of entertainment. But it can become one if you do not use caution when exposing your
children to it.


